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OSHA Launches COVID Website for the Construction Industry
By: Melissa Tetreau, Senior Associate
Over the past month or so, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”) has been
publishing a series of industry-specific guidance on safely returning to work during the COVID-19
pandemic. The guidance, while non-binding, includes recommended measures to reduce
employee risk of coronavirus exposure.
On May 26, 2020, OSHA launched a website with coronavirus-related guidance for the
construction industry (which includes carpentry, ironworking, plumbing, electrical, heating/air
conditioning/ventilation, utility construction work, and earth-moving activities). The website
classifies construction industry tasks by level of exposure risk, from low-risk to very-high risk. It
then lists recommended engineering and administrative controls that construction employers
should take as employees return to work, including:









Erecting plastic sheeting barriers when essential indoor construction workers are less than
6 feet from a suspected or known COVID-19 patient (whether that be a co-worker,
subcontractor, or customer);
Identifying other changes that can decrease the need for N95 respirators and PPE in short
supply;
Training employees on COVID-19 signs and symptoms, how it spreads, and how to
reduce exposure risk;
Training employees on proper use of PPE and company measures to protect employees
from the virus;
Screening calls when scheduling indoor construction work to assess potential exposure
before worker entry;
Adopting staggered work schedules;
Identifying choke points and implementing social distancing policies in those areas; and
Keeping in-person meetings as short as possible and limiting the number of workers in
attendance.

OSHA continues to issue updated guidance for all industries, and employers should monitor the
OSHA website as well as Bodman’s COVID-19 Response Page for updates. If you have
questions or need assistance in identifying and implementing OSHA guidance, reach out to any
member of Bodman’s Workplace Law Group. Bodman cannot respond to your questions or
receive information from you without first clearing potential conflicts with other clients. Thank you
for your patience and understanding.
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